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Norwegian Cruise Lines was established in 1966 with the name Norwegian 

Caribbean Line.  It was founded by Knut Kluster and Ted Arrison and started with just 

one cruise ship. The cruise line has since expanded to cover not only the Caribbean but 

also Europe, Alaska, Hawaii, Australia, Bermuda etc. They are headquartered in Miami, 

Florida. Norweigian cruise Lines is known for starting many trends among cruises such 

as no assigned seating in restaurants.  They market themselves as a fun cruise line in 

which vacationers can spend their time as they please and with who they please. 

Norwegian Cruise Lines also made a first in the industry by combining air and sea travel 

so passengers could get to the ports as cheaply as possible. This idea is particularly 

ingenuous because the locations of cruise ports are very limited and often the price of the 

airline ticket and the cruise makes the vacation unaffordable.[1] Despite being pioneers of 

many of the features of the contemporary cruise industry, Norwegian Cruise Lines has 

also undergone many crises especially in the past few years.  This paper will explore the 

different crises that Norwegian Cruise Line has undergone from a public relations 

perspective. Specific crisis will be explained in detail and then the response from 

Norwegian Cruise Lines will be described. Lastly, the response to each crisis described 

will be analyzed.

One of the biggest problems that have plagued the cruise industry in recent years 

is the spread of the Norovirus. Norovirus is a stomach flu that lasts about 24 to 48 hours. 

It causes gastroenteritis, inflammation of the stomach and intestines. Norovirus is 



characterized by vomiting, diarrhea, fever, tiredness and dehydration. It is highly 

contagious and spreads easily through schools, dormitories, nursing homes, offices etc. A 

cruise ship offers a supreme place for Norovirus to spread because everyone is in close 

quarters and they cannot go anywhere.  The Center for Disease Control reports that 

Norovirus reports are more common on cruise ships because cruise ships are required to 

report outbreaks.[2] This requirement may make it seem that Norovirus is more prevalent 

on cruise ships than it really is.  Because cruise ships are required to report outbreaks, 

these reports often get leaked to the media which then report about the disease ravaging 

through specific cruise liners. These reports can make potential passengers wary of going 

on a cruise for fear of becoming sick and being stuck on a boat, ruining their vacation.

On May 20, 2003 Norwegian Cruise Lines issued a press release regarding the issue of 

Norovirus on their ships.  The press release reads:

Norwegian Cruise Line collects and maintains accurate data concerning the health 
and well being of passengers on board our ships. We learn from others what 
happens to our passengers after they disembark our vessels. We know with 
certainty that approximately two and a half percent of the guests on board 
Norwegian Sky's six-day voyage departing May 11 from Vancouver to Seattle 
reported to the ship's medical center during the cruise, with various symptoms of 
stomach flu generally lasting 24 hours. This is an incidence level that falls below 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) threshold for an 'outbreak'. Nevertheless, 
we have been in close touch with the CDC and continue to be.

NCL has subsequently been made aware of some media reports that more than 
300 passengers, who left the ship healthy on Saturday morning, became ill by 
Saturday evening at the Marriott hotel at Seattle's SEATAC Airport. We have 
contacted the Marriott and have been advised that to their knowledge, a total of 
three passengers - not 300 - were sick with stomach flu-like symptoms. We have 
contacted the King County Health Department and have been advised that to their 
knowledge, a total of 20 people reported feeling ill to some degree.

NCL has absolutely no idea where the media outlets in question received 
information that 300 Norwegian Cruise Line passengers reported ill, and regards 



such media reports as what may politely be termed 'unreliable'. Likewise, both the 
hotel and the King County Health Department have explicitly confirmed to us that 
nobody was quarantined and no quarantine order was issued.

Reports of mass outbreaks of illness in these sensitive times is a serious matter 
and NCL requests that the media outlets carefully verify their facts before issuing 
such damaging and potentially alarming information.

The CDC estimates that 23 million cases of acute gastroenteritis are due to 
Norovirus (NLV) infection. NLV is a common gastrointestinal virus - only the 
common cold is reported more frequently. It has an incubation period of 12-48 
hours and generally runs its course in about 24 - 48 hours. Symptoms can include 
vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal cramps and a low-grade fever. NLV is not an upper 
respiratory virus such as the flu. This illness itself is not life-threatening.

In an earlier statement, David Forney, chief of Vessel Sanitation Program of the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) said: "These ships are 
maintaining the highest standard of sanitation in the world. Cruise lines are doing 
everything they can to minimize the risk of coming in contact with this 
gastrointestinal illness. There are no guarantees, but they're doing everything they 
can to make sure that this is not an issue.[3]

 

            This press release has many good qualities. One of the best qualities of this best 

qualities of this press release is that is uses outside information to support their argument. 

By telling the public about the Center of Disease Control’s definition of an outbreak and 

how they have fallen below this threshold but are still in contact with the CDC shows 

responsibility. With the number of people sick on this particular journey not reaching the 

minimum requirement for it to be considered an outbreak, Norweigian Cruise Lines was 

not required to report to the CDC. Because they did report to the CDC, it shows that they 

care greatly for their customers and wantto do everything in their power to stop the 

spread of virus and prevent anyone from ever catching Norovirus on their boat again. 

This shows that Norwegian Cruise Lines genuinely cares about their passengers. In 

reporting that they had a small problem to the CDC, it turned into a bigger public 

relations problem because exaggerating information was leaked to the media. 



The false information leaked to the media is a bigger crisis for Norwegian Cruise 

Line than the small outbreak of Norovirus. The media is reporting to potential customers 

of Norwegian Cruise Lines that one hundred times more people are sick than those who 

actually reported to the CDC. Three people being sick on the ship is a lot different than 

300 people being sick on the ship. Again, Norweigian Cruise Line did a great job in 

combating this false information by going to a reliable source. In contacting the King 

County health Department, Norweigian Cruise Lines again showed responsibility. They 

could have simply said “This information is false”, but instead they went to a reliable and 

trusted reference that has nothing to lose and nothing to gain by reporting the facts. 

Norweigian Cruise Line did not backlash at the media for reporting such grossly 

exaggerated information. Instead they kindly requested the media to verify their facts 

before reporting, not only because these reports are bad for their business, but they are 

also alarming for the passengers who were aboard the ship.

Norweigian Cruise lines have also undergone many crises involving the tragic 

deaths of people who have fallen overboard. In some of these cases, it has been obvious 

that these fall were intentional and that the person had committed suicide. Many times, 

this is not the case and is unknown whether the fall was accidental or murder. One 

particular example is the case of Mindy Jordan. Mindy Jordan was aboard Norwegian 

Cruise Line ship “The Norwegian Dawn” for only two hours when she fell overboard.  

Surveillance cameras show her, her boyfriend and other friends going to dinner together 

and then returning to their cabins. Her boyfriend then left the cabin and went to the 

friend’s cabin while Mindy stayed in her own cabin. It was a windy night and it is 



presumed that Mindy fell off the private balcony in her cabin and into the Atlantic. 

According to early reports from Norwegian Cruise Lines, no foul play seems to have 

occurred because surveillance cameras did not record anyone entering or leaving the 

room at the time that Mindy Jordan disappeared off the boat. However, her family did not 

trust the cruise line and called for a full FBI investigation. In response, Norwegian Cruise 

Line invited her family to fly to Bermuda and board the ship in order for them to 

personally view the surveillance tapes.[4] In offering the family to do this, it showed that 

the cruise line felt that they had nothing to hide. It would also allow the cruise to continue 

without the interference of the FBI. While, this may have not been the most responsible 

strategy, it was the most business like strategy. 

It turned out that the video surveillance cameras throughout ship provided all the 

evidence to prove it was an accident. By releasing these tapes to the FBI and inviting the 

family on board the boat to personally view them, Norwegian Cruise Lines was able to 

avoid a long investigation into what happened to Mindy Jordan. The media had been 

intensely covering the story for days. The fact that Norwegian Cruise Lines has 

surveillance all over their ships, helps make each ship a safe environment for all the 

passengers, but it also helps protect Norwegian Cruise Lines. Three days after Jordan fell 

overboard, Norwegian Cruise Line offered the media a minute by minute synopsis of 

what happened on the night Mindy Jordan died. 

- 7:28 PM. Mindy Jordan and Jorge Caputo return to their cabin after dining at the ship's 
Garden Cafe with another couple with whom they were traveling.

-- 7:36 PM. Caputo left the cabin and went to join the other couple in their cabin next 
door. From that moment on, Mindy is alone in her stateroom.



-- 7:53 PM. Surveillance cameras from the exterior of the ship capture Mindy falling 
overboard from her balcony, straight into the water. Shortly thereafter, an emergency call 
was made from the friends' cabin and Jorge is seen exiting to seek help.

-- 7:57 PM. A man overboard announcement is made and the ship's crew begins 
lifesaving operations, including the launch of two rescue boats.

Norwegian Cruise Lines did not explain why they did not make these tapes 

available earlier to the authorities and the media.[5] If they had released the tapes earlier, 

the story would probably have blown over a lot quicker and not be covered so much in 

the media. While it is not good for the image of Norwegian Cruise Line for the public to 

think that their ships are dangerous and people can easily fall overboard, this was not the 

reason the case was focused on by the media. The family of Mindy Jordan believed that 

she had been murdered by her boyfriend. They also believed that Mindy was being beaten 

by her boyfriend. The media focused on the story as a case of domestic violence but 

because Mindy Jordan’s life ended on the Norwegian Dawn, Norwegian Cruise Lines 

name was tarnished in the process. 

While the media seemed to be satisfied with Norweigian Cruise Lines synopsis of 

what happened to Mindy Jordan, her family is not. On the official website for 

International Cruise Victims, Mindy Jordan’s mother tells her point of view of the story. 

Louise Horton claims that Norweigian Cruise Lines never made an effort to contact her 

family after it was known that her daughter was overboard. Mindy’s boyfriend did not 

call until fifteen hours after the event. Horton had to call Norwegian Cruise Lines several 

time in order to receive confirmation of this story. When she was finally able to get 

through to Norweigian Cruise Lines, they offered her their condolences and promised a 

full investigation. According to Horton, while they promised to cooperate with the family, 



they refused to release the surveillance tapes. Norweigian Cruise Lines told the family the 

only way they would see the tapes is if they came to Bermuda. The family did go to see 

the tapes and were not satisfied with the synopsis of events. Jordan and Jorge Caputo 

were in the room a full eight messages before Caputo left. Jordan’s family believes that 

while in the cabin (which are not under surveillance for privacy reasons), Caputo beat 

Jordan and then locked her on the balcony. They believe that Mindy fell while attempting 

to climb to another balcony in order to get help. 

The other problem the family has with Norweigian Cruise Line is the seemingly 

lack of effort they put into retrieving Mindy out of the water. The family was told that 

weather conditions were so severe that the Coast Guard was unable to perform any rescue 

in the water. They did send out helicopters and dropped rings, but that is it. The family 

wants to know why the ship was allowed to leave the port under such severe weather 

conditions since Jordan’s fall happened only two hours after she boarded the ship. The 

family also wonders if any rescue effort was made at all because the ship still arrived on 

time to Bermuda.[6] Norwegian Cruise Lines has not publicly addressed any of these 

concerns. A search for “Mindy Jordan” on the Norwegian Cruise Lines website turned up 

zero results. In their archive of press releases, there are none about this event. 

Norwegian Cruise Lines did not handle this situation very well at all. What little 

information they gave to the press cannot be found in it’s original form. Norwegian 

Cruise Lines has a lot to learn from this situation. They did not follow the steps of 

principles of crisis public relations. These steps are: 1) be prepared 2) provide 

background information 3) manage information flow 4) agree on ground rules 5) be 



authoritative 6) keep talking 7) say you’re sorry 8)ensure accuracy 9) be sensitive 10) 

learn from the experience. 

The only preparation Norwegian Cruise Lines seems to have had in place at the 

time of Mindy Jordan’s fall was surveillance tapes. These tapes provided a lot of 

information as to what happened even though they didn’t tell the entire story. What 

Norwegian Cruise Line wasn’t prepared for was a water rescue in bad weather 

conditions. It is very hard to believe that there was not an organized plan in place in case 

something like this happened. With the technology out there today, it seems that there 

must have been something more available than a view floating rings. Norweigian Cruise 

Line didn’t release any of this background information about what recue efforts were 

available and put to use. They also did not say whether or not there was a plan in place in 

case something like this happened. Norwegian Cruise Line also did not manage the flow 

of information very well. By not releasing the video tapes and giving very little 

information to the media, they allowed the story to balloon. Rumors were started and 

accusations were made. If they had managed the information flow not only to the media, 

but to the family of Mindy Jordan, everyone would be more satisfied and come out of this 

situation in a better position. 

The next step in crisis public relations is to  agree on ground rules. This is 

something that should be done before a crisis. In planning for a crisis, an organizations 

needs to decide what other important parties should be notified about the crises. These 

parties can work together in order to find the best way to deal the crisis. Ground rules 

should also be made regarding the media. It should be agreed upon who speaks to the 



media and when. This does not mean that the media should be excluded, in the case of 

Mindy Jordan and Norwegian Cruise Lines, excluding the media just caused more stories 

of speculation. The fifth step in crisis public relations in “Be authoritative”, This involves 

taking initiative immediately in order to establish a good connection with the press. The 

synopsis of what happened on the Norwegian Dawn was not released until three days 

after Mindy Jordan went overboard. If Norwegian Cruise Lines had been authoritative in 

it’s role of providing information, there would be less doubt and accusations against 

them. 

The sixth step is “Keep Talking”, if you are not saying anything then you have 

something to hide. This is something Norwegian cruise Lines did not do at all. They 

provided very little information with what happened to Mindy Johnson. They have also 

since removed all press releases from the archive on their website about this event. These 

actions give the impression that Norwegian Cruise Lines has something to hide. While, 

“keep talking” doesn’t mean that an organization should just keep pointlessly rambling 

on, they should at least say something that gives hopes for the future. This “hope” might 

mean that more information will available at a later time once the information has been 

collected and analyzed. The seventh step is to say you are sorry. Louise Horton was 

offered condolences after she was finally able to get through to Norwegian Cruise Lines 

more than fifteen hours after her daughter’s death.  This is too little, too late. Saying 

sorry, does not admit guilt. It is an expression of regret and sorrow. 

The eighth step is to ensure accuracy. Again, this is not something Norwegian 

Cruise Line handled very well. There are a lot of discrepancies from Louise Horton’s 



account of the events following her daughter’s death and the little information Norwegian 

Cruise Line released. There is no danger of being found out when you tell the truth. We 

may never know whose account of the happenings on the Norwegian Dawn are the most 

accurate, but since there are many discprensies it is safe to assume that at least some of 

Norwegian Cruise Line’s statements were inaccurate. In ensuring accuracy it is also 

important to monitor the media coverage. For three days the media suspected Mindy 

Jordan’s boyfriend of murder. When Norwegian Cruise Line finally released the synopsis 

of the tapes, the eight minutes that the two spent together in the cabin was completely 

ignored. Jordan’s mother has a very reasonable idea of what could have happened in 

those eight minutes. Instead, it appeared that Norwegian cruise Lines was just trying to 

blow the whole thing over so the media would leave them alone. Because of this, there 

may always be doubts about the safety of their ships as well as much they actually care 

about their passengers, aside from their wallets. The 9th stage of crisis public relations is 

being sensitive. The external audience is those affected by the crisis, in this case Mindy’s 

family but also the general public. While Mindy’s family may have been feeling worry, 

grief, fear, guilt and anger, the general public may have been feeling sympathetic, 

concerned, anxious to help or merely curious. It is important for an organization to take 

these audiences into account when they provide information, especially when they 

provide information to the media. Planning carefully can prevent insensitive 

communication. From the account given by Mindy Jordan’s mother, Norwegian Cruise 

Line was not sensitive to the family’s plight for information about what happened to 

Mindy. It is also important to be sensitive to the internal audiences. The internal 



audiences are the staff of the organization who may be feeling stressed and strained as 

result of the crises. No information on being sensitive to the internal audiences was able 

to found in terms of this particular crisis with Norweigian Cruise Line. 

The last step in crisis communication is to learn from your experience. 

Norweigian Cruise Line has a lot to learn from this experience. If someone ever falls 

overboard again, they need to be more sensitive and accommodating to the family of the 

victim. They need to ensure accuracy in all media releases. They need to be more timely 

with their information in order to reduced rumors and speculations. Above all they need 

to be more prepared in rescue and recovery efforts especially in bad conditions in order to 

ensure that their ships are safe. They also need to have a better system of notifying family  

in the event of an emergency. These are all things Norweigian Cruise Line can take away 

from this experience and hopefully become a more responsible company. 
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